Minutes for group meeting on Thursday 4-3-03

Duration of meeting: 20 minutes

Minutes

- Filenames for weekly reports should be formatted as such: “lastname-weekXX-report” where XX is the week number.
- Current Issues / State of project
  - 4 weeks to finish project
  - Not sure what real problems are
    - Software seems to be working fine in Windows NT, 2000, and XP.
  - Need to make list of problems that need fixed.
    - Stu will lead in this effort. Mike, Jeremy and Josh will help in finding errors.
    - Errors will be found by next Monday (4-7-03)
- Discussed possibility of changes suggested in e-mail we received during the last week of March.
  - Agreed that changes suggested seemed feasible.
  - Agreed that we will tell the client that we will probably be able to implement the changes.
- Testing:
  - Still building testing tools
  - Scripts could be ran manually. Currently planning on designing something automated to run the scripts. This would make thing easier and make the testing more fool proof.
  - Plan on having first version of script generator done by the end of Spring Bread (4-28-03).